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Abstract: In the current article, the advantages are discussed of using the tutorial multimedia applications in learning English by pre-school and school age children. If we clearly describe the article it consists of some information about the opportunities of the multimedia application for teaching English effectively, advantages of using computer graphics programs while creating the applications, developing the area of the using the application.
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Introduction to issue
The main purpose of today it is fact that the government is regularly reforming these reforms is to reach the quality of personnel preparation to the international standards. According to these reforms the modern pedagogic technologies are widely being implemented in all education phases and built new modern educational buildings in our country. In particular, we should tell about practical works in the area of educating English for pre-school and school age children. While educating English for children we should allow for their psychological and own possibilities. Therefore, nowadays the education system needs modern manuals and multimedia educational applications, which have been written and created for different aged children. The solution of this problem depends on not only English teachers but also specialists of information technologies. The current article is about a tutorial multimedia application which was created with the opportunities (pictures, colorful views) of the audiovisual technologies. The application is oriented for developing the process of the educating English in the initial stages of the educational system.

Methodology
The traditional mode of English language teaching refers to face-to-face class teaching. It makes full use of Didactic Approach and Duck-stuffing Approach to teach students. Teachers spend most time to teach the material, but students have few chances to practice what they learned. On the contrary, multimedia technology can provide a condition that help students to communicate, discuss and help each other. (Guan, 2018) Evidence suggests that there can be significant variability in practitioner and pupil confidence with ICT, although this is a rapidly changing picture as new generations of pupils who have grown up in a digital world come into classes, and graduates who don’t remember a time when they didn’t have a mobile phone train to be teachers and enter the school systems around the world. (Курбанов, 2016) Significantly increasing the access of educational institutions to international sources of education and knowledge through the "ZiyoNet" network, enriching its resource center with multimedia resources, applications for personal computers and mobile devices, as well as educational and fiction literature in English, publishing newspapers and magazines decorated with specialized pictures, organizing special columns and applications for them. (ПП-1875, 2012)From the education year of 2013–2014 in our Republic, many processes have been done about teaching foreign languages exactly
English by the government. For instance, simple speech lessons have been tutored as speech games for first classes of school and the alphabet of English has been taught for second classes and for the next classes English lessons have been gradually taught which consist of reading and grammar. Along with the development of computer and information technology, the wide application of multimedia technology has opened up a brand new field for English teaching. (Zhen, 2016). Moreover, another important issue is organizing the creation of videos, games, entertainment shows, films and other educational content for the thorough mastery of foreign languages, the formation of basic language skills. (ПП-5117, 2021) Also, taking into account the possibility of conducting the educational process remotely (online) through automated programs and video courses (Постановление, 2021). According to this processes the elementary classrooms of the all schools of the Republic have been provided English literatures and dictionaries and DVDs of multimedia lessons. The state education standard of educating the foreign languages has been made. The book is named «Kid's English» has been used in teaching English for 1st classes. The multimedia application meets the goals and objectives of both a single lesson and the curriculum as a whole in the matter of the information of communicative competence. (Ogay, 2020) Nowadays the number of the multimedia tutorial applications for pre-school and school age children is rising day by day. Of course, it depends on widely using information technologies in pre-school education system, for example nursery schools. In the result in this kind of places the quality of education and the process of educating is developing. Visualization in the concept of the information and educational environment should be understood not only as saturation high-quality teaching materials with color illustrations (which in itself is very useful), but also with the use of animated images based on mathematical models of the object under study. (Курбанов, 2019)

The information technologies have an important role in the community. They can hasten the process of knowing and spreading and using new knowledge by the community. (Андрусен, 2005) Moreover, information technologies improve the intellectual resources of the society and get better the quality of life. The multimedia technologies are one of the perspective and universal types of the information technologies. They contain sound, video, animation and visual effects. The multimedia technologies allow creating compositions, hypertexts, interfaces, controlling mechanisms. (Бим, 2014) After appearing the multimedia technologies many changes have been done in the education system, the professional processes, the spheres of science and art. Multimedia data consists of not only traditional statistic elements (text and graphic) but also dynamic elements (videos, sounds and animation). Statistic graphic images are presented with vector graphics and pictures. According to information the children are able to understand 95 percent of visual information which have been presented with pictures and graphics. Visual information can be accepted easier than text information.

Results
Computer graphics is a very wide discipline, so we want to focus our attention on one type of these kinds of applications, the Real Time ones. Their main characteristics are, the use of 2D and 3D graphics, a very important degree of interaction, a realistic answer to the user actions and immersive possibilities, depending on the equipment used. Due to the kind of people who are going to use our tools, all of them are non-immersive Real Time applications, which
only need a computer (with screen, keyboard, mouse and joystick) to use and interact with the tool easily. This option was selected in front of other more immersive versions (like using head mounted displays, cyber globes or caves installations) because it is cheaper and accessible for all the schools, associations and special centers, it is less invasive than other elements, the user can interact with the application easily almost without previous training and it allows for collaborative work between the teacher and the child. Some tests were done with the same version of the tool but one using immersive equipment (head mounted display and cyber globes) and another using tactile screen and joystick. The answer of the participants (all of them with learning difficulties) suggested higher levels of acceptance and interaction in the non-immersive version, easier adaptability to the interfaces used with less previous training and better interaction between the child and the teacher. When the type of application to be used is clear, it is necessary, during the design process of any tool, to specify the characteristics of the final group of people who are going to use it. In our case, it is important to know the specific profile of individuals with learning difficulties and to determine the content that the application may have to satisfy in the areas of knowledge that are necessary for their intervention and educational process. For that reason, before defining the possibilities of using this kind of software to help people with learning difficulties, we want to define in more detail the group of people to whom these tools are addressed.

The following results can be achieved after presenting the information on the method multimedia:

- The children can easily acquit concepts of subjects (forms, colors, number);
- The possibility of getting the orientation on the space, plane and action process improves;
- The exercise of the attention and memory is done;
- The children can learn to read and write earlier than their ages;
- The vocabulary regularly increases and sensitive coordinates of eye and hand actions develop;
- The possibilities of orienting the target and attention to exactly purpose configure;
- After using the multimedia application the children are easily able to imagine and creative.

Many programs of computer graphics are used while creating the tutorial multimedia applications. These programs are divided into three groups:

1. Multimedia or hypertext applications (presentation, animations, the articles in the Internet, sound files). These kinds of applications are made on base special operative software. For instance:
   - Adobe Flash;
   - Macromedia Dreamweaver;
   - Microsoft FrontPage;
   - Microsoft Power Point;
   - Easy Help.
2. Author programs which are oriented for creating educational applications of educating. For example:
   - Adobe Author ware;
   - Hyper Method;
   - Tool Book Assistant;
   - Web Course Builder.
3. Universal programming languages. These kinds of languages have an important role in creating tutorial multimedia applications but much knowledge are required for creating applications from the creators. The universal programming languages are in the following list:
   — Delphi;
   — JavaScript;
   — C++;
   — C#.

Discussion
Adobe Flash is a professional program. Nowadays it is widely used for creating multimedia interactive animation applications and Web sites. The program has the following general opportunities:
   — It is universal;
   — The program can be connected to other programs;
   — It has some advanced multimedia opportunities: simple and complex animation, multimedia electron books;
   — It is possible to make layers while using the program;
   — Cartoons, tutorial games, electron simulators (to tutor for using other applications) can be created;
   — To import and export ready files;
   — The program is able to match for any types of Operation Systems.

The program is so popular in area of animation designers therefore why we have chosen Adobe Flash for creating the current application that are called «Funny English» and tutors English. The application has more possibilities than to other pedagogic methods. The application contains the heroes of Uzbek national tales and fruits and the pictures of other subjects what the children always use in daily life. The application has created so simple even the children are able to use it themselves.

After using the application the possibility of knowing and learning English possibilities of children have increased. After listening English letters, the children are able to pronounce fluently the letters. The application has got the registry number of 2182 in the Uzbekistan Fundamental Library of Academy of Sciences Republic and it is being used in practice. Some functional opportunities of application:
   — The application is very simple interface. Even the children can use it themselves;
   — Two languages (Uzbek and English) have been used on the application;
   — The application not only tutors for children English but also develops their intellectual knowledge;
   — The application contains 12 control panels;
   — Every panel consists of two steps. On the first step some new words are taught. The next step is performed as an interactive game. On this game user can learn to match new words to their pictures;
   — There are some rules of writing English letters correctly on the application;
   — By clicking on the any picture it is sounded English and Uzbek pronunciations of this picture;
   — The application is connected to XML therefore it is possible to widen the application by adding new words and updating pictures;
   — The total storage of the program is not so large that is why you can use the application on the different configured computer.
Conclusions
Creating the tutorial multimedia applications is one of the popular parts of the computer graphics. On these days, these kinds of applications are becoming the main resources of the media distance education. The application «Funny English» which has created on base Adobe Flash animation program will have an important role in the education process in the future.

In addition, if many tutorial multimedia applications are created the process of teaching English will be developed. In this case the education system of Republic should provide this process.
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Аннотация: В данной статье обсуждаются преимущества использования обучающих мультимедийных приложений в изучении английского языка детьми дошкольного и школьного возраста. Если четко описать статью, то она состоит из некоторой информации о возможностях мультимедийного приложения для эффективного обучения английскому языку, преимуществах использования программ компьютерной графики при создании приложений, развитии области использования приложения.
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INGLIZ TILINI O’QITISHDA ELEKTRON TA’LIM ILOVALARIDAN FOYDALANISHNING AFZALLIKLARI

S.K. Kurbanov, O‘zbekiston jurnalistika va ommaviy kommunikatsiyalar universiteti

Xulosa: Mazkur maqolada maktabgacha va maktab yoshidagi bolalar tomonidan ingliz tilini o’rganishda multimediya qo’llanmalaridan foydalanishning afzalliklari muhokama qilinadi. Maqolani aniq tasvirlab beradigan bo’lsak, u multimediya ilovasining ingliz tilini samarali o’rgatish imkoniyatlari, ilovalar yaratishda kompyuter grafikasi dasturlarini qo’llashning afzalliklari, ilovadan foydalanish sohasini rivojlantirish haqida ba’zi ma’lumotlardan iborat.

Kalit so’zlar: Multimedia ilovalari, axborot texnologiyalari, intellektual resurslar, vizual axborot, kompyuter grafikasi